TurnOflex
Merchandising Solution for
Pick & Mix

®

®
TurnOflex®

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

6 PIECE INJECTION MOLDED GRAVITY BIN WITH TURN DIAL
DISPENSER FOR MEASURED PORTIONS

Sturdy turn dial dispensing mechanism prevents
spillage, allows easy flow and provides customers
with properly measured portions. Each dial turn ≈
0.4 dl

SAVE MONEY

FUNCTIONAL

USER FRIENDLY

Turn dial dispensing prevents
costly spillage.

Adaptable to Quickbox merchandising solutions and existing fixtures.

Retailers and their customers
agree TurnOflex® is simple to use
and maintain.

Two options for easy refill: built-in stand (top side
of the lid) for individual refill or ‘pull out’ option to
refill by row.

Bins can be mounted to fit virtually any existing
shelving system (steel, gondola, racks, slat wall,
wood). Broad customizable merchandising solutions available.

Customizable size and color options. Logo options
available on dial.

BULK BENEFITS
Merchandising Impact
Optimizes retail space – offers a large variety of products within a small area.
Flexibility and customization for bulk bins and fixtures allows unique branding opportunities and the ability to complement the store’s environment.
Pick & Mix concept provides a vibrancy of colors and activity, creating a consumer destination within the store.

Sales & Profits
Increase sales per square meter/foot.
Better gross margins. On average bulk foods carry a higher profit margin
than packaged foods.

ONLY 6 PARTS
Only 6 parts for easy installation, extreme durability and easy maintenance.
No tools needed to assemble or disassemble.
The dispenser portion is injection molded with an extruded container. The injection molded dispenser provides simplicity and extreme durability. The extruded container allows for customizable volume size.
Simple construction for easy cleaning. All parts are dishwasher safe up to 130°F/ 55°C.

Customer Satisfaction
Customers can select the products themselves allowing the opportunity to
pick favorites and try new products.
Creates a fun, creative and shopper-friendly retail experience for consumers.
Increases impulse purchasing and creates customer loyalty.

Environmental Conservation
Reduces resources and energy required to produce product packaging and
lowers environmental impact from transportation resources.
Reduces landfill waste from cans, boxes, cartons and labels.

Ridged Walls & Contour
Design helps prevent product

from sticking to the sidewalls of
the bin.

Large Label Holder to ensure

bin looks attractive and full. Easily change labels by sliding the
label out of the holder.

Hygienic & Tamper Resistant bin. Tightly sealed to protect merchandise and external
contact.

Akriform customers are reporting a 10% to 30% increase in sales when switching to
an Akriform bulk bin solution.

MEASUREMENTS
All measurements are in millimeter.
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Increase Impulse Shopping: The Global Association for Marketing at Retail

reports that in 2012, more than three-fourths of the purchasing decisions were
made in store. With impulse shopping determining 76% of in-store purchases,
it is crucial to engage the customer and strengthen the shopping experience.
Akriform’s bulk merchandising solutions are designed to create the ultimate
shopping experience.
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Drive Sales & Optimize Retail Space: From the bin to a complete

“shop-in-shop” fixture solution we are a “one-stop-shop.” We create bulk
merchandising solutions to meet both the store concept requirements and
the specific needs of the product group. Akriform bulk bin solutions have
been tested and proven around the world to drive sales, minimize operational cost, improve store presentation and optimize retail space.
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Utan pleximönster

Akriform is the developer and manufacturer of the TurnOflex® Gravity Bin.
Akriform is considered a leading expert, within our field, for over 3 decades. We are a leading manufacturer of
products made from plastics such as; acrylic, PET, polycarbonate, etc. Our team of designers and engineers
develop products and solutions for retail, medical, entertainment, governmental and industrial industries.
We combine our 30+ years in the plastic industry, with our local and global knowledge of the market, to
develop value added solutions to meet and exceed our customers’ needs. With a team of leading industry
experts in design, engineering, production, business and merchandising we are confident in our products
and service.
Our Swedish roots provide a backbone for our expertise in effective product merchandising. In “Switching
Channels Global Powers of Retailing 2012,” Deloitte ranked Sweden #1 in the “Q ratio.” The Q ratio measures
retailers’ ability to distinguish themselves from competitors using store layout, design, superior shopping
experience and strong brand identity.
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